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Sketchnotes
... are visual notes that combine drawings and text. They can be used to quickly record content and visualise it in a way that it is easy to understand and more memorable.

... can be used, for example, to illustrate the outcome of meetings, to visualise the main objectives of a research project or to make scientific content understandable for non-experts (in films, blogs, presentations, etc.).

... focus on the essentials. Drawings are therefore reduced and lack many details. Simple objects and symbols as well as different text characters are typical for the sketchnote style.

In this course you will
... learn to draw symbols in an easy way
... discover different forms of typography
... learn how to include colours
... develop ideas for drawings and start a collection of images
... practice to combine your ears, eyes and hand
... experience situations, in which you can use sketchnotes

The trainer
Natalie A. Peter is an illustrator. She gives seminars and workshops in flipchart design and sketchnoting. She also draws live during events. As a former scientist in legal sciences, Natalie A. Peter is also familiar with the needs and tasks of scientists.